The REAL Truth No U.S. Guru Will Ever Admit
[Most people buy Infusionsoft and never figure out how to squeeze gold out of it. How to make it
really shine, sing and fill our pockets with dollars. Most of their good testimonials are Yankie.]

Countless, frustrating hours are wasted trying to put atrociously complicated ‘funnels’ in place.

Because that is time they could have enjoyed with their families and friends. I have worked with TV
celebrities that admitted to having this issue.

Instead, missing out and growing older. Talk about a delay timer..

Others fumble with the CRM .. then inevitably give up in a few months. Their synapses
in a yogic twist.

Cursing the day they bought it. You may think I am exaggerating .. but some folks call it
“CONFUSIONSOFT” for a good reason. EVEN AMERICANS.

Accordingly, some may hire contractors to implement the whole thing. The good contractors and the
bad ones.. charge the same!! No way to tell them apart. If that’s your choice,

Tread very

carefully, be willing to experience pain and lose tens of thousands of dollars.

Before you eventually get the right contractor. (Hopefully based here)

A large, expensive and time-consuming part of their strategy crumbles – yet again. Painful to
witness.
Poor us – time-poor business owners. Some of us are already fed-up with our business. We don’t
need this.

The eternal-hopeful will attend Infusionsoft courses & forget everything. As genuine
emergencies will drag them away. The day spent at the course is wasted. Infusionsoft
becomes yet another sunk cost, that is just too hard to justify.

And yet, for a ‘lucky few’ the software makes them
millions. I know a guy (you know of him too) that
made $58 Million using Infusion. BUT..IN THE U.S.

The most successful IM gurus, from Frank Kern to Chris Brogan, use Infusionsoft. Bill Baren too. This
distinguished list could take 40 single-spaced pages by itself. Yet, again, in the U.S.

As you know, the one BIG difference between you and them is .. two words –
But, there is still something else..

a list.

Here is probably the only way, you can still get a list
of Aussie “hyper-buyers” quickly.

After reviewing the work of over 220 marketers and researchers, I honestly don’t know of any other.
And if you go for hyper-buyers (whales) – you won’t need many either. Small lists are easy to build..
CRMS WILL WORK IN AUSTRALIA TOO.. BUT..

A word of caution – what you are about to read is very different from anything you have before. The
logic may feel awkward to non-marketers. At first. I assume that should be expected.
Furthermore, Ryan Deiss (Founder of DigitalMarketer) concludes that paid advertising is likely the
only way to grow a list online. He markets and was in Australia too.

*What I am about to show you can be tested for less than $17 – if people can’t risk that much, they
cannot call themself an entrepreneur. We mean that!

Below, we’ll start with the simplest tweak,
give you 4 bonus ones and end with the most
lucrative of them all.

Try to blink whilst you read this tweak – otherwise your eyes will hurt. It is THAT good!

#1 – New Technology Changes Business
In 15 seconds and $15
(Most ads send traffic straight to an opt-in.. but many people don’t want to
give complete strangers their email details for yet another dull report – who
knew, right?)

So..
Send them to a blog post first!
($15: Market rate for writing a good one .. so you don’t have to do
it yourself.)
BECAUSE BIG SPENDERS ARE UNUSUALLY SCARED OF BEING RIPPED OFF.
So you can then send the same folks that already read the blog, to opt-in. They know of you now.
Then.. your web-guy can do #2 in 15 seconds (now, now). Really. It’s just ‘copy and paste’.

#2 – New Technology allows you to
find your most interested prospects
and only advertise to them
Use a pixel to ‘only advertise to people that have read the above blog’

(Free: Facebook can show you how to do that in 3 paragraphs .. or I can, probably for free too)

1 BLOG POST

PIXEL

FACEBOOK ADS

These people have clicked on your ad, read your stuff and are now getting communication, again.
Your frequency of interaction and engagement is up – by a lot.

So, NOW they are comfortable to give you their email address. Only now, that they have read a good
blog post from you. Remember, Aussies don’t trust as easily.
But that will only double your leads..
Say, you are only getting 5 leads/day .. So, I would only get you to 10 leads/day.

>>How about we go for double again? This one is so easy, I almost
don’t want to share..

Whenever you create an ad in Facebook, they give you the option to optimise for clicks or
conversions.

I am dead serious.
That easy.

Works for me, my clients and just about everyone else I have ever spoken to, who has tried. Even my
100 pound Great Dane would probably love this lazy one.

But we are still only at 20 leads. So, here’s the 3rd one.

#3 – New Technology Allows Your
Website To Make Way More Targeted
Sales, Starting Now.
The last 10 leads/day come from using the following.

Are you getting any traffic at all to your site?

Say, 10 visits? (If you’re not, give me a call on 0425 766 964, that is easily fixed with high quality
SEO. Call my personal number right now. I insist.) And 4% of that traffic opts in.
But most of us, get that traffic without trying.. but then we just let them go!! Oh no!! Talk about
leaving money on the table. Well, no more..
Here is what you need to do, instead.

(you won’t understand this part.. but he will .. otherwise, fire your web-guy! Really incompetent.. as
it is copy and paste. And I show all my premium clients how to do this in about 30 seconds.)

>>Tell your web-guy to put a Facebook pixel in your header on your
site.

[He better know what that means.]

This will capture the detail of everyone who visits your site. And also what interested that visitor the
most.
Based on that we can run a relevant & specific Facebook ad to that person and get a sale .. or an
optin (
.. yes – that is delightfully cheap. But that is all I spend because I am ‘costconscious’)

# 4 is an AMAZING bonus.
*But this last one is technical, so we are grateful that there is a software that
allows us to do all that easily. Which, you can test for free. It’s called
Adespresso. (I am acquainted - but ‘not affiliated’ - with the MD)

And here’s what the tech/software does.. [PTO]

*It allows us to run dozens of variations of the same ad to a whole bunch of different people &
segments of interested buyers.
That is important because..
Adespresso will naturally and automatically find you the best
prospects and “happy-to-pay” segments on Facebook.
Like a good puppy, it will tell you when it has done so too.

And that is for free for 14 days so you can make $$ before you buy it!

Speaking of FREE..
Here is something else that is for free – if you qualify.
What would your business look like - with even more powerful devices than these?

For a limited time – FOR FREE.

Just click here to see if you qualify!

